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“Palestine is the barometer of Western integrity”

Don’t call me a Palestinian of the Palestinian Territories because it is called Palestine.
Don’t give me a fraction of my homeland and call it a solution. 

Don’t give me oppression and call it peace. 
Don’t give me a Bantustan and call it a home.

Don’t give me a prison and call it freedom. 
Don’t draw the borders of my existence according to your whims and interests and call it a state.

My Palestine is the home that is mine since the dawn of history till the end of history.

Gaza
1. Israel needs Abbas to solve Gaza crisis
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas could perhaps solve the humanitarian crisis in the Gaza Strip, but he would rather let 
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu handle the terrible situation he created.

2.    Will Europe be there when Israel needs it?
If the Israeli government expects the international community to heed the “serious threat” posed by Iranian activity in the region, 
it must be prepared to discuss the serious threat posed by Israeli activity in the Palestinian territories it occupies.

3. Gaza suffering makes Israeli headlines at last
Following his regular modus operandi, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has preferred so far to ignore the deteriorat-
ing humanitarian situation in the Gaza Strip.

4. Gaza businesses forced to close
The economic and humanitarian crises in the Gaza Strip have left stores with no option but to shut down.

5. Hamas’ grip on Gaza weakens
With smaller militant groups threatening Hamas' position in the Gaza Strip, the movement might decide to launch a military 
operation against Israel.

6. Can a new 'rescue council' save Gaza?
A new national council has formed in Gaza with the goal of offering services that the Palestinian consensus government 
appears unable or unwilling to provide.

7. Has Gaza joined the axis of resistance?
Palestinian factions, with the exception of Fatah, are threatening to open a Gaza front against Israel if it goes to war in Syria, 
Lebanon or Iran.

8. Small press brings e-books to Gaza
The e-publisher Khota Books started with local authors and now offers Gazan readers both electronic and physical copies of 
works by international writers.
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 Opportunities
 Our Patrons
 Get In Touch

Get involved

 Our Campaigns
 Join us
 Our local branches
 Donate
 Events
 Visit Palestine
 Friends of PSC

Resources

 Leaflets & flyers
 Infographics & social media posts
 PSC videos
 Films about Palestine
 Factsheets
 Palestine News
 Blog
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